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Design Process

3

To connect Ortonville’s green spaces through reintroducing birdwatching. Big 
Stone National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), as well as Big Stone State Park, are 
home to over 251 bird species with 115 of those species nesting locally. Because 
of this large influx of birds in the area, bird watching is ideal. I have suggested 
five bird viewing structures. Although the NWR has some existing observation 
structures, the rest of the Big Stone Lake region lacks the structures necessary 
to view wildlife.

Through research I have identified areas throughout the Big Stone Lake region 
that will benefit from observation structures being implemented. I have identified 
four specific areas that will not only offer a greater opportunity for bird viewing, 
but in addition, will help to connect the regional green spaces through this activity.



Regional Analysis
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Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota are 
home to many state parks and NWRs. Min-
nesota boasts 67 state parks  and 13 NWRs. 
South Dakota has 60 state parks and 5 NWRs. 
Finally, North Dakota 11 state parks and 20 
NWRs. Ortonville, Minnesota, is lucky enough 
to be one of the only cities that is within a five 
minute drive of both a state park and NWR.

Ortonville is also smack dab in the center of 
many metropolitan areas. Experiencing nature 
is not as far a way as people living in the city 
perceive it to be. Fortunately, Ortonville’s coor-
dinates make it easy for people living in these 
cities a chance to experience that interaction 
with nature that humans so desire.



Ortonville, MN Analysis
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Ortonville has a good thing going 
with a trail leading from the city 
to the National Wildlife Refuge 
(NWR). This opens up the option 
for citizens and tourists to actively 
transport themselves and truly ex-
perience more than just the NWR.

The city of Ortonville has many historic green 
spaces that have deep roots within the park. Or-
tonville is forunate to have these spaces and a 
golf course that has such prestige. 

Located between Big Stone State Park and the 
Big Stone National Wildlife Refuge, Ortonville 
does not lack nature or history. With it’s connec-
tion to the state of South Dakota through Big 
Stone City, Ortonville is truly a one of a kind 
city. Ortonville’s rich history of birdwatching has 
slowly become something of the past. Yet, this 
area is rich with many local birds as well as mi-
gratory birds that are present in the spring and 
fall. This area is home to 251 different species 
of birds with many of these birds nesting locally 
in in the spring throught the fall. Through the re-
introduction of this popular activity, birdwatching 
can become as popular as it once was. 



Birdwatching Infographic
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Ortonville Birds of Interest
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Although many of the birds in this area are migratory species, a select few 
stick around for the winter. Birdwatching peaks in the spring and the fall with 
just about every species being present during these two seasons. It is also 
recommended to go early in the morning when the birds are most active.

I hand picked these thirty birds of interest based on how 
often they are seen along with the different families they be-
long to. Due to Ortonville’s geographic coordinates, many of 
the species in this area are waterfowl.



Plant Material Analysis
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Birds can be found all throughout nature. Some birds prefer the canopy’s of trees, others prefer the low growing plants of the prairie, while ma-
jority of the birds of in the Big Stone Lake area enjoy the water. Each bird is unique in that they all occupy different space. Not every bird can be 
seen in the same place twice, but with the use of my suggested observation structures, any bird is possible to see!



Bird Observation Heights
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Birds are viewed at different heights. Depending on the bird, you will be able to see them on the lake or flying in the air. Birds are living, 
breathing creatures who affect our planet just as much as us. This graph shows which birds can be viewed at which height. Viewing height is 
critical in observing birds in their natural habitat. Viewing structures make this task more efficent and welcoming for birdwatchers to do what 
they love!



Sheltered Dock Construction Document
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*Constructed with Redwood timber.



Sheltered Dock Graphics
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This structure was designed for Lakeside Park in Or-
tonville. With this dock being built on the lake, it’s fo-
cus group are waterfowl birds. The lake is an excellent 
place to get away and is sprawling with waterfowl and 
other birds of prey.



Sheltered Water Overlook Construction Document
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*Constructed with Redwood timber.



Sheltered Water Overlook Graphics
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The Sheltered Water Overlook was also designed for 
water fowl viewing. Situated in the Big Stone State 
Park, this structure is not directly on the lake, but close 
enough for bird observation. Over 90 different species 
in Ortonville prefer spending time on or near the water. 
This structure is designed as a blind with maximum 
viewing opportunity. 



Birding Tower Construction Document
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*Constructed with Redwood timber.



Birding Tower Graphics
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The Birding Tower is designed for the Bonaza on the 
northern park of Big Stone Lake. This area has large 
canopy trees that are ideal many different bird families. 
Birds of Prey like to nest in the highest part of the can-
opy. This structure improves the chance to view these 
unique and interesting birds. 



Grassland Shelter Construction Document
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*Constructed with Redwood timber.



Grassland Shelter Graphics
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The Grassland Shelter was designed for the existing 
trail between Ortonville and the National Wildlife Refuge. 
Many of the birds here are hard to view because they 
hangout in the long grass of the prairie. This structure is 
also a nice compliment to the trail because it allows us-
ers a place to stop and soak in everything around them.



Dock Viewing Platform Construction Document
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*Constructed with Redwood timber.



Dock Viewing Platform Graphics
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The Dock Viewing Platform is also designed for the existing 
trail. Located on the Minnesota River, this gives users of the 
trail an opportunity to stop, and view waterfowl on their route 
to the National Wildlife Refuge. 


